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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Long live the Freedom Charter! 

BRN 
CLASS No 

517 years ago, in 1488, a Portuguese fleet under the command of Bartolomeu 
Dias stopped at Mossel Bay on its way to India. The sailors came on land to 
collect fresh water. A group of Khoikhoi saw these goings-on. However, they 
stood some distance away from these sailors and would not take the gifts 
they were offered. 

They then threw stones at the Portuguese sailors. Dias picked up a crossbow, 
aimed, and killed one of the Khoi with an arrow. This was the first African 
in South Africa to be killed by a European. The Khoi who lived around Mossel 
Bay would not have known that the comrade they lost was but the first martyr 
in a conflict that only ended 506 years later, in 1994. 

Our road to freedom was long and hard. As we travelled along that road, many 
people lost their lives, as did the first martyr at Mossel Bay. The 
centuries changed, one following the other, but the bloodletting did not 
cease. From decade to decade, the conflict spread from the Western Cape 
until it reached all corners of our country. 

The immediate issues over which the people waged specific struggles changed 
from time to time. Similarly, the forms of struggle changed over the 
centuries, as conditions in the country changed. Nevertheless, whatever the 
issue and whatever the form of struggle, at all stages new martyrs joined 
the first martyr who fell at Mossel Bay in 1488. 

The uninterrupted expansion of the list of martyrs was one of the constants 
in the conflict heralded by the incident at Mossel Bay. The other constant 
was the essential composition of the belligerent forces that confronted each 
other in struggle, with none willing to yield or surrender. 

This translated into the reality that the conflict that claimed the lives of 
countless numbers of our people was between the black people of our country 
on one hand, and the colonial powers and the white minority originating from 
these countries on the other. Ultimately, the latter became an inalienable 
part of the South African nation. 

······································ 
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For centuries, great disparities in access to military technology, 
symbolised at Mossel Bay in 1488 by the stones of the Khoi and the crossbows 
of the Portuguese, decided who would emerge as the victor, and who the 
vanquished. The reality was that in addition to the crossbows, the 
Portuguese, like the other European colonisers, had even more superior 
weapons of war. 

That disparity in access to these weapons of war gave the victors the 
possibility to impose themselves on the majority as the governors and 
controllers of state power, by virtue of conquest. The victors were to use 
that power ultimately to produce the legacy of colonialism and apartheid 
that the new South Africa inherited at its liberation in 1994. 

The historical evolution of our country from the first confrontation at 
Mossel Bay made it inevitable that our country had finally to answer a 
strategic question of vital importance to all our people. This was about 
whether it was possible for victor and vanquished to live together in our 
country in conditions of a stable peace. 

In 1909 the British colonial government entered into an agreement with the 
white settler population of our country, both Boer and Briton, that this 
stable peace could only be achieved if they united and used their combined 
might to subjugate the black majority. 

This agreement was given legal force through the racist Constitution adopted 
in 1909 by the all-white South African Convention, and approved by the 
British Imperial Parliament. That Constitution created the Union of South 
Africa, whose central defining feature was the institutionalisation of the 
system of white minority domination. 

The constitutional legalisation of the armed victory of the colonisers over 
the colonised was to continue throughout the 20th century, until the 
adoption of our Interim Constitution in 1993 at the multi-party (CODESA) 
negotiations. 

Fundamental to the constitutional and legal order that determined how our 
country was governed during the 85 years from the adoption by the British 
Parliament of the South Africa Act, 1909, to the adoption of the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 200 of 1993, assented to 
on January 25, 1994, was the proposition and practice of white superiority 
and domination, and its corollary, black inferiority and subjugation. 

In reality, the constitutional, political, economic and social order 
legalised by the 1909 South Africa Act adopted by the British Parliament 
represented the ready acceptance of the notion that black and white could 
never live together in conditions of peace, as equal citizens of one 
country. 

The survival of this social order depended on the forcible maintenance of 
the relationship of victor and vanquished, based on a system founded on the 
twin notions of white superiority and black inferiority. In the end, the 
question how long this social order would last, based as it was on an 
irreconcilable contradiction, depended more on the strength and resolve of 
the subjugated, rather than the racist arrogance and might of the dominant. 

Though vanquished and subjugated, the masses of our people never accepted 
that they had surrendered or agreed that they were inferior. Understanding 
this, the victors and the dominant recognised the reality that they had to 
deploy even more force to guarantee the permanence of their victory and 
domination. 
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They had to ensure that at all times they enjoy the advantage of 
preponderant force within any equation representing the balance of power. To 
achieve this, they had to use the force at their disposal. And the more they 
did this, the more intense became the conviction among the vanquished that 
only freedom would liberate them from even more brutal subjugation. 

In such situations, which our people experienced during the period of 
extreme repression, which started with the banning of our movement in 1960, 
many come to the determination that they have nothing to lose but their 
chains. With nothing to lose, and everything to gain, the vanquished are 
likely to choose death with honour, rather than a life of slavery. 

Thus the perpetuation of the irreconcilable contradiction between white 
domination and black subjugation must necessarily result in the further 
entrenchment of the antagonism between the dominant and the dominated, 
rather than the acquiescence of the dominated. 

This was particularly the case given the fact that the subjugation of the 
black majority went hand in hand with their super-exploitation and sustained 
impoverishment Thus as the white minority grew ever more prosperous, the 
more miserable became the lives of the majority of the people. 

The distinguishing feature of the South Africa that ultimately emerged after 
that first minor skirmish at Mossel Bay in 1488 was the racist domination 
and exploitation of the black majority by a white minority. This meant that 
our country's future was predicated on permanent conflict between black and 
white, given the reality that the interests of these two sections of our 
population stood in contradiction one to the other, and were irreconcilable. 

Despite this, throughout its life our movement had insisted that it was not 
necessary that the conflict in our country should be solved through the 
permanent defeat of one belligerent by the other, or the destruction of both 
as they fought each other to the death. 

Determined to advance this view in the interest of all our people our 
movement decided to summon our people to a Congress of the People. A Call 
issued by the National Action Council of the Congress of the People in 1955 
said: 

"LET US SPEAK TOGETHER, all of us together-African and European, Indian and 
Coloured. Voter and voteless. Privileged and rightless. The happy and the 
homeless. All the people of South Africa; of the towns and of the 
countryside. LET US SPEAK TOGETHER OF FREEDOM. And of the happiness that can 
come to men and women if they live in a land that is free. LET US SPEAK 
TOGETHER OF FREEDOM. And of how to get it for ourselves, arid for our 
children. And let the demands of all the people for the things that will 
make us free ... gathered together in a great charter of freedom." 

Thus it was that the Congress of the People met in Kliptown, Johannesburg on 
June 26, 1955. The Congress gave an opportunity to all our people, black and 
white, to decide together what we needed to do to end the conflict first 
heralded by the events at Mossel Bay in 1488. 

Because he was restricted to Stanger under banning orders issued by the 
apaprtheid regime, the then President of the ANC, Chief Albert Luthuli, 
could not attend the Congress of the People. He therefore sent a message of 
support in which he said: 

"Notwithstanding the false foundation on which the Union was founded the 
challenge that confronts us is not to help tear this compact of Union, but 
rather, to strive in hope and faith to amend the error of its founders who 
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sought to make it an exclusive possession of whites only instead of a true 
partnership of all communities making up its multi-racial nature. 

"I am happy to say that this is not the objective of the African National 
Congress alone but is a policy endorsed by all freedom-loving people in our 
land. It is this objective which gave birth in circles of the African 
National Congress to the idea of working for the convening of a multi-racial 
assembly on a nation-wide scale to formulate a Freedom Charter for our 
multi-racial nation." 

What defined the outcome of the Congress of the People was the support of 
the masses of our people for the vision for our country explained by Albert 
Luthuli as "a true partnership of all communities making up its multi-racial 
nature." 

The Freedom Charter adopted by the Congress of the People on June 26, 1955 
put this in the moving words that will forever define our country. It said: 
"We, the People of South Africa, declare for all our country and the world 
to know, that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, black and white, 
and that no government can justly claim authority unless it is based on the 
will of all the people ... " 

It was because of the loyalty of the overwhelming majority of our people to 
this vision that South Africa is today what it is, which many have described 
as a miracle. The determination made by the Freedom Charter, that South 
Africa belongs to all who live in it, black and white, now also reflected in 
our Constitution, decisively repudiated the dismal future for our country 
that those who had superior weapons had sought to impose. 

In his message to the Congress of the People, President Albert Luthuli also 
said, correctly: "The sponsors of this great assembly and those who will 
associate themselves with it, whether they are present or absent, are under 
no illusions as to the magnitude of the task of liberating the Union from 
the error of its founders; nor are they so narve as to think that this 
assembly will usher in a day of freedom we yearn for. 

"But this day, no doubt, will stand as a bright torch or beacon of Liberty 
in the skies of South Africa that are already gloomily darkened by the 
dishonourable past action of those of its people who in the past and now 
have glorified and enthroned in the place of Moral Values the evils of 
racism, discrimination, apartheid and the like." 

On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the adoption of the Freedom 
Charter, in 1980, the new President of the ANC, Oliver Tambo, said: 

"The Freedom Charter contains the fundamental perspective of the vast 
majority of the people of South Africa of the kind of liberation that we all 
of us are fighting for. Hence it is not merely the Freedom Charter of the 
African National Congress and its allies. Rather it is the Charter of the 
people of South Africa for liberation. 

"It was drawn up on the basis of the demands of the vast masses of our 
country and adopted at an elected Congress of the people. Because it came 
from the people, it remains still a people's Charter, the one basic 
political statement of our goals to which all genuinely democratic and 
patriotic forces of South Africa adhere." 

This month all our people will celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the 
adoption of this one basic political statement of our goals to which all 
genuinely democratic and patriotic forces of South Africa adhere. We will 
participate in these celebrations inspired that the perspective projected by 
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that basic political statement now informs our constitutional order and 
defines the relations among our diverse people. 

As we engage in these celebrations, we will also reaffirm that the victory 
of the perspective advanced by the Freedom Charter means that there will 
never again be the kind of conflict exemplified by the skirmish at Mossel 
Bay in 1488. Instead, our people will continue to strive to work together in 
the true partnership of which Chief Luthuli spoke, together to eradicate the 
legacy of centuries of colonialism and apartheid and build a South Africa 
that truly belongs to all who live in it, united in their diversity. 

Long live the Freedom Charter! 

Thabo Mbeki 

NATIONAL GENERAL COUNCIL 2005 

Movement debates challenges of building a people's contract 

The National General Council, the ANC's largest national gathering between 
its five-yearly national conferences, begins in Tshwane next week under the 
theme, 'A people's contract to advance the vision of the Freedom Charter'. 

The National General Council (NGC) will be held at the University of 
Pretoria in Tshwane from 29 June to 3 July. In terms of the ANC 
Constitution, the NGC takes place mid-way between ANC national conferences. 

The NGC provides a forum for all components of the movement to discuss and 
debate strategic political and organisational tasks facing the ANC, 
including a review of the implementation of the resolutions of the last ANC 
national conference, held in Stellenbosch in December 2002. The NGC differs 
from National Conference in that it does not amend the ANC Constitution, 
elect national leadership or set policy. 

This NGC will bring together around 2,500 cadres from ANC structures at 
branch, regional, provincial and national level; ANC public representatives 
and veterans; delegates from Alliance partners and other formations of the 
democratic movement; and cadres deployed across a range of other sectors. 

The NGC is taking place in the same week as the 50th anniversary of the 
adoption of the Freedom Charter at the Congress of the People in Kliptown on 
26 June 1955. This is a fitting coincidence, since the Freedom Charter is 
the foundation of all the policies, programmes and political tasks that will 
be the main focus of NGC deliberations. It remains the yardstick against 
which we measure progress and the vision towards which all our efforts are 
directed. 

One of the tasks of the NGC therefore is to address the capacity of the ANC 
and the broader liberation movement to advance the vision of a better 
society contained in the Freedom Charter. This will require a detailed and 
critical assessment of the AN C's state of organisation, and specifically the 
state of its branches. 

The organisational report of the Secretary General, which will be presented 
on the opening day, will reflect on the strength and activity of ANC 
branches, the state of cadre development and renewal, and the level of 
support provided to these branches by higher structures and national and 
provincial leaders. It will also critically analyse the programme of the ANC 
since the last national conference, and assess the extent to which it has 
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taken forward decisions of that conference. 

On the basis of this report and discussions emanating from branches, the NGC 
will assess progress in mobilising all South Africans to work together in 
building a people's contract to create work and fight poverty, as reflected 
in the mandate of the 2004 elections. 

Political preparations for the NGC began a number of months ago, with ANC 
structures at all levels - beginning with branches - engaging in discussions 
on the key issues for consideration at the NGC. These have been based on a 
number of discussion documents that were circulated to structures to 
stimulate debate about some of the key issues facing the organisation at 
this moment in the development of our democracy. 

Over the course of the last few weeks and months, the organisation has 
conducted 110 workshops at regional and local level to provide over 8,500 
members of the ANC, its league, Alliance partners and MOM formations with 
the capacity to lead discussions with the branch structures of these 
organisations. 

Views and positions emanating from branches of the ANC and allied structures 
have then been discussed at special Provincial General Councils (PGCs) held 
in Gauteng, KwaZulu Natal, Northern Cape and North West. The Eastern Cape is 
due to hold its PGC this weekend, while other provinces, such as Mpumalanga, 
Western Cape, and, this weekend, Free State and Limpopo, have been using 
their provincial conferences to prepare for the NGC. 

Four discussion documents were initially distributed to structures, and were 
profiled in previous editions of ANC TODAY. A fifth document, on the 
organisational design of the ANC, has been distributed in the last week. 

Organisational design 

The discussion document 'Organisational Design of the ANC' raises a number 
of issues for discussion about the structure and functioning of the ANC 
within the context of the changed political circumstances of 2005. It notes 
the significant changes that have taken place since the 1994 democratic 
breakthrough, and considers whether the ANC's organisational design has 
adapted adequately to meet the new challenges facing the movement. 

The document notes that: 

* A major challenge for the ANC in the post 1994 period is the need to 
re-engineer the structure and systems of the ANC from being an 
extra-parliamentary resistance movement into a liberation movement engaged 
in electoral politics. 
* To achieve the objective of a better life for all, the ANC needs to more 
effectively manage its strategies with respect to the five centres of power 
identified in the ANC's Strategy and Tactics document - the state, civil 
society, the economy, the battle of ideas, and the international arena. 
* The current structure of ANC branches is not adequate to ensure effective 
mobilisation of all the motive forces for change in society, as was achieved 
to great efffect through the United Democratic Front in the 1980s. 
* There is a need to integrate the work of ANC public representatives with 
the traditional mobilisation and organisational work of the ANC. 

The document makes a number of general and specific recommendations to 
address what it considers shortcomings in the current design of the ANC. The 
issues raised in discussion of this matter at the NGC will be used to enrich 
and further develop the organisational design recommendations. 
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Programme 

One of the central objectives of the NGC is to provide a forum for ANC 
cadres deployed across the various structures of the movement to discuss the 
key political challenges and tasks of the movement. 

The programme therefore dedicates a significant portion of time to 
commission discussions, with the intention of eliciting the broadest range 
of contributions from ANC structures on these matters. 

The NGC programme includes: 

* An opening address by President Thabo Mbeki, which will outline the 
political context within which the NGC is being held, and highlight some of 
the tasks the NGC will need to address. 
* An organisational report by Secretary General Kgalema Motlanthe. This 
report will reflect on the current state of the ANC, progress made in the 
implementation of the previous conference resolutions, and the key 
challenges facing the organisation in the period ahead. 
* A summarised presentation on the major issues covered in the discussion 
documents on Strategy and Tactics, unity of the movement, the National 
Question and organisational design. 
* A full day of commission discussions on these documents, under the overall 
heading of 'Strategic Context of the National Democratic Revolution'. These 
commissions will examine the political and strategic issues facing the ANC, 
the state of organisation, and related matters of organisational design. 
* A full day of sectoral commission discussions, covering six programme 
areas. These include international relations, theories of development, 
governance and constitutional affairs, peace and stability, social 
transformation, and cadre development and ideological struggle. 
* The commission reports, together with a draft declaration, will be 
presented to the NGC plenary on the final day for adoption. The NGC will 
then be closed by President Mbeki. 

MORE INFORMATION: 

National General Council 2005 
http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/ngcouncils/2005/index.html 

FREEDOM CHARTER 

Thousands to gather at Kliptown to celebrate Charter 

Tens of thousands of people are expected to gather in Kliptown, Johannesburg 
on Sunday 26 June to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the adoption of the 
Freedom Charter. 

The event coincides with the opening of the Walter Sisulu Square of 
Dedication on the site where the Charter was adopted in 1955. The square is 
a heritage site and the centre of the Kliptown urban renewal project, a 
Gauteng government and City of Johannesburg initiative to upgrade the area 
and create sustainable livelihoods for people in the area. 

The area will also be the site of a meeting of the People's Assembly, an 
initiative to bring Parliament closer to where people live, and to enable 
them to interact directly with their public representatives. 

President Thabo Mbeki will officially open the square and light a flame of 
freedom which will burn 24 hours a day. Among the many in attendance will be 
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veterans of the struggle who were delegates at the Congress of the People. 
Delegations from various provinces are expected to travel to Kliptown for 
the occasion. 

The People's Assembly will be held the following day. Over 1,300 
participants, including 90 provincial representatives, Members of Parliament 
and representatives of civil society, have been invited from around the 
country to take part in this event. 

"The People's Assembly enables South Africans to interact directly with 
Parliamentarians on an occasion where space has been created just for that," 
National Assembly Speaker Baleka Mbete said. 

"The idea is that we not only get feedback from people, but that we give 
people the chance to be directly involved in Parliament and get an 
experience of what Parliament is about. Most people are far away from 
Parliament and for them Parliament is this thing you see on TV. So now we 
are able to bring representatives from each province to be a part of 
Parliament," Mbete said. 

Each Provincial Legislature will hold similar events in remote rural areas 
of their provinces to reach communities that do not often have the chance to 
engage with their elected representatives. Each provincial event will be 
linked live to Kliptown via satellite to allow input from the provinces. 

Members of Parliament and participants in the People's Assembly will hold 
workshop discussions on Sunday 26 June at the Gauteng Provincial 
Legislature. These workshops will form the basis of presentations that will 
be delivered at the main event on 27 June. Topics for discussion include 
eradicating poverty, improving safety and security, public participation and 
the theme 'South Africa belongs to all who live in it'. 

Mbete said: "We received such good feedback from our first People's Assembly 
last year that we decided to continue with it as an annual event. It is a 
good thing that South Africans not just learn about Parliament but also feel 
a part of it." 

Kliptown itself is undergoing major infrastructural, environmental and 
economic redevelopment aimed at transforming it into a significant tourist 
destination and heritage site, as well as a prosperous residential and 
commercial area. 

The development programme, which is being managed by the Johannesburg 
Development Agency (JOA), aims to integrate the area's local economy with 
that of Greater Johannesburg and Gauteng. It aims to upgrade the existing 
business node to address the needs of residents and tourists; create 
business opportunities and employment in various industries; and grow 
tourism in Johannesburg through the creation of a distinctive cultural and 
heritage centre. It will also increase commuter transport efficiencies to 
and within Kliptown. 

The Kliptown renewal programme includes the provision of new housing, 
rehabilitation of the Klipspruit River, the clean-up of the wetlands and the 
creation of a green space to be used for recreational purposes. Roads and 
electricity infrastructure are being upgraded and storm water drainage 
construction is underway. A social development strategy for the area has 
also been developed and social awareness activities focusing on issues such 
as career development, HIV and Aids and victim empowerment have been held. 

MORE INFORMATION: 
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Freedom Charter 
http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/history/charter.html 

Congress of the People, 1955 
http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/history/campaigns/cop/index.html 

This issue of ANC Today is available from the ANC web site at: 
http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/anctoday/2005/at25.htm 

To receive ANC Today free of charge by e-mail each week go to: 
http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/anctoday/subscribe.html 

To unsubscribe yourself from the ANC Today mailing list go to: 
http://lists.anc.org.za/mailman/listinfo/anctoday 

anctoday mailing list 
http://lists.anc.org.za/mailman/listinfo/anctoday 
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